Will My Child’s Hearing Aids be Covered by Insurance?

What type of health insurance coverage do you have?

- I do not have insurance
- Medicaid
  - You’re Covered!
  - Children birth to 21
  - Up to $3K per hearing aid
  - Every 4 years
  - BAHA on softband included
- State Health Benefit Plan
  - You’re Covered!
  - Children birth to 18
  - Up to $3K per hearing aid
  - Every 4 years
  - BAHA on softband included
- Through my privately insured company
  - (usually smaller companies)
- Through my self-insured company
  - (usually large companies)
- I don’t know

Does your company have more than 10 employees?

- No
  - Companies with 10 or fewer employees are exempt from the state mandate
- Yes
  - You’re Covered!
  - Children birth to 18
  - Up to $3K per hearing aid
  - Every 4 years
  - BAHA on softband included

*IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER

- Do your Homework! Always check with both your audiologist and insurance company BEFORE you order your devices to ascertain exact amount of coverage you will receive to avoid surprises.
- Appeal! Some families have not been given full benefits but have received them through an appeal process.
- Shop Around! You have the right to contact different providers to see if you can get increased coverage depending on the type of insurance they accept; however, we strongly suggest you find a pediatric audiologist who is trained in fitting hearing aids for children.
- Give feedback! Email us at info@letgeorgiahear.org and let us know how the process is going for you so we can help other parents.
- We have done our best to make sure the information above is accurate but coverage is constantly changing. Please email us at info@letgeorgiahear.org, so we can make updates as needed.
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Information on all resources and others available at www.letgeorgiahear.org/resources